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English Grammar – Present Continuous 
(Progressive) Tense 

 

 
Worksheet-1 

The verbs in the following sentences are used wrongly. Rewrite the sentences 
with the correct verb form. 
 

1. I am thinking you are wrong. 

2. These grapes are tasting sour. 

3. She is appearing sad. 

4. He is having a mobile phone. 

5. I am loving you.  

6. She is knowing the answer. 

7. You don’t understand what I am meaning. 

8. I am smelling something strange. 

9. The people are hating that leader. 

10.  The child is wanting to go to the park. 
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Worksheet-2 

Choose between the simple present tense and the present continuous tense in 
the following sentences, to fill in the blanks. 
 

1. He ……………… bread every day. (eats, is eating) 

2. He ……………… at the moment. (reads, is reading) 

3. I ………………… to the party tomorrow. (go, am going) 

4. We ……………… our grandparents every Sunday. (visit, are visiting) 

5. My friends …………….. to watch English movies. (like, are liking) 

6. I am sick of my cat. It ……………… on my bed again. (sleeps, is sleeping) 

7. I am a fan of Rick Riordan. In fact, I …………….. one of his books now. (read, 

am reading) 

8. Pokemon Go …………. the craze in the game world right now. (is, is being) 

9. They ……………. to England next week. (fly, are flying) 

10.  News ……………. fast. (travels, is travelling)  
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Worksheet-1 Answers 

1. I think you are wrong. 

2. These grapes taste sour. 

3. She appears sad. 

4. He has a mobile phone. 

5. I love you. 

6. She knows the answer. 

7. You don’t understand what I mean. 

8. I smell something strange. 

9. The people hate that leader. 

10. The child wants to go to the park. 

 

 

Worksheet-2 Answers 

1. He eats bread every day. 

2. He is reading at the moment. 

3. I am going to the party tomorrow. 

4. We visit our grandparents every Sunday. 

5. My friends like to watch English movies.  

6. I am sick of my cat. It is sleeping on my bed again. 

7. I am a fan of Rick Riordan. In fact, I am reading one of his books now. 

8. Pokemon Go is the craze in the game world right now. 

9. They are flying to England next week. 

10. News travels fast.  
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